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Vets march as war goes on
By the Associated Preu
While Cambodia wrestled with a
government crisis Tuesday, nearly 1,000
fatigue-clad
Vietnam
veterans
demonstrated inside and outside the
halls of Congress in Washington In opposition to the war in Southeast Asia.
After staging a guerrilla theater in
which they simulated searclMnd-destroy
tactics near the Old Senate Office
Building and on the Capitol steps, the
group chanted for 10 minutes: "Bring
our brothers home, now."
They chanted with clenched fists or
plastic toy rifles held high over their

heads.
Some tourists stopped and watched.
Others continued on their way, and this
prompted one of the demonstrators to
shout: "Stop and watch what we're
doing. We're bringing the war home."
BETWEEN THE STAGING of theater
throughout the day, the members of the
Vietnam Veterans Against the War,
which is conducting a week-long
demonstration, visited with their
congressmen and attended Senate and
House committee hearings.
Several hundred of them jammed into
Senate hearing room anc cheered when

Sen. George McGovern, (D-S.D.), and
others called for an immediate end to the
war.
They gave a standing ovation to
McGovern's testimony before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee. Several
shouted, "Right on, brother."
McGovern, the only declared
presidential candidate for 1972, was
cheered when he arrived and when he
concluded his testimony in which he
accused all American forces in Indochina
of war crimes.
"We are all shocked by the barbarism
of My 1-ai. but do we consider the large
crime involved in killing several hundred

thousand innocent civilians by our
massive firepower," McGovern said.
WHILE THE VETERANS marched,
the focus of the Indochina war switched
to Cambodia while action in South
Vietnam and Laos hit a momentary hill.
Cambodia's political crisis developed
with the resignation of Premier Lon Nol,
and his Cabinet Gen. Len Nol, 57, cited
poor health in his letter of resignation to
Cheng Heng, the chief of state.
Lon Nol, who had served also as
minister of defense in his government of
National Salvation, suffered a stroke in
February, leaving him partially

paralyzed.
He returned to the capital of Phnom
Penh last month from Honolulu, where
he had undergone treatment at a U.S.
hospital.
He has headed the Cambodian
government since March It, 1970, when
Prince Norodom Sihanouk was removed
from office.
ON THE BATTLE-FRONT, the
results of fighting for the control on Highway 4, Phnom Penh's sole link to a
deepwater port, still were not known,
more than a day after enemy forces
launched an attack against a weary

Cambodian garrison at Plch Nil Pass.
Latest reports Indicated that the
Cambodians still held the pass, S3 miles
southwest of Phnom Penh, the capital,
and the heights above it that control the
vital highway link to the port of Kompong
Som.
U.S. BS2 bombers, flying more than 50
missions throughout Indochina in the
past two days, attacked enemy positions
north of Highway 7 that runs across part
of Cambodia north of Phnom Penh from
the South Vietnamese border.
There were scattered reports of
ground action Tuesday in South Vietnam
and I jos.

PAC establishes
charter commission
By John Lake
Staff Reporter
A Charter Commission which will
create a university charter Incorporating
a University Senate has been formed by
the President's Advisory Council.
The Charter should be a proposal
designed so that it might supersede
existing charters and governing
documents within the University community.
The Commission should be prepared
to submit its report to PAC this faU.
Newiphoto by Llta Boulongar

Toalston:
Student Council will not convene
until re-oriented to service group
By Chris Flowers
Staff Reporter
In an effort to re-orient student council toward service
activities, newly elected student body President Art
Toalston said he will not convene the group legislative
body.
Toalston explained that Student Council never had the
power to legislate and that student representatives were
never efficient legislators anyway.
"Student Council as a legislative body is farcical. Our
conclusion is that Student Council should be a service
organization. In this way students can become actively
involved and see their efforts achieved," Toalston said.
HE SAID THERE is only so much a student body
president can accomplish alone and he sees his major
function as that of a coordinator.
Toalston's first change will be drafting a new constitution that will enable Student Council to direct its
energies toward service.
One of the new officers projects will be the establishment of a book exchange in the Men's Gym at the end of
the quarter.
Also, the University parking situation will be studied.
According to Toalston, the study could result in Student
Council supporting a boycott of auto registration for the
coining fall.
He explained the boycott would be carried out either by
parking unregistered cars in University lots or by parking
all cars off ccampus. He admitted that the latter might be
impractical.

AN INVESTIGATION considering the importance of
intercollegiate sports is also planned.
The fourth of Toalston's proposals is a "cultural tax."
He plans to ask each student to contribute one dollar each
quarter to a fund, which would bring national speakers
and well-known performers to Bowling Green.
Toalston explained student government's set operating
budget has hindered them from bringing quality speakers
to campus in the past.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT had tentatively planned to
bring either Sen. Birch Bayh or Sen. George McGovern to
Bowling Green. When the new officers took charge,
however, they found the fund which supposedly amounted
to (4000 was non-existent.
The appearance was planned in conjunction with the
May 4 anniversary of the death of four Kent State
University students.
Toalston said they will still a tempt to secure one of the
senators.
THE NEW STUDENT COUNCIL will center its
organization around three aspects of service according tc
Toalston:
-a "problem solving" branch directed by Mike
Sprague, that would assist students with various types of
problems as well as providing an informational service.
-an expanded cultural program that would back
student ideas and also bring entertainment to the
University.
- a basic organization that would enable students to
organize groups by providing things like mimeographs
and supplies.

THE CHARGE to the Commission,
submitted to PAC by Dr. Allen Kepke,
Asst. Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, states that the following
assumptions should be considered as
guidelines:
1. That faculty, students and administrators will be represented on the
Senate In proportions to be recommended by the Commission.
2. That a unicameral body should
provide more effective lines of communication and a desirable simplicity for
the debate of issues and Implementation
of decisions.
3. That the commission should design
the Charter so as to assure the same
principles of simplicity and responsiveness throughout the University
organization.
4. That the Charter will reflect the
significance
of
the
Planning,
Programming, Budgeting System, a new

computerized budgeting system which
will define long range goals, to the function of the University. The commission
should establish close contact with
persons responsible for developing this
new system.
5. That an Ombudsman or some
equivalent office may be desirable for
incorporation in the University Charter.
THE CHARGE FURTHER defined
the primary reasons for creation of the

Commission as the expressed need for a
governance system reflecting the
following criteria:
"The system should be responsive to
changing needs; it should be characterized by effective control and execution
of policy decisions; it should reflect a
sense of community; it should not be
overly complex; it should make clear
which bodies or persons are accountable
for various decisions; and it should have
machinery to handle greivances."

Tod ay

'Week Week'
Earth Week
7 p.m. - James Ridgeway, author of "The Politics of Ecology", will
deliver a lecture. 220 Math Science Bldg.
International Week
3 p.m. - Short films from various foreign countries.
University Union.

Dogwood Suite,

7:30 p.m. - Panel discussion on the "Third World in International
Relations." Student Services Forum.
Journalism Week
7 p.m. - Panel discussion of "Women in Communication." Ohio Suite,
University Union.
9 p.m. - Dr. David Manning White, chairman of Boston University's
division of journalism, will speak on "Mass Culture Revisited." 210 MathScience Bldg.

Legislatures view ecology,
but few bills win approval
A year after the first Earth Day most
state legislatures, under pressure from
conservationists, are talking about antipollution measures. But few bills are
winning approval.
Attacks through state laws on the
nation's growing pollution problems have
hit at ecological contamination from
industrial waste, noise, throwaway
bottles and many other causes.
Some of the new laws have been called
inadequate by the environmental lobby.
And others have brought complaints
from industries and businesses which
claim they'll be forced to close down
because the cost of meeting the new
standards is too high.

AMONG THE 40 legislatures meeting
this year, antipollution laws already
have been passed by Arkansas, Colordado,
Idaho, Indiana, Kansas,
Maryland, Nevada, New Mexico, North
Dakota, Pennsylvania, South Dakota,
Utah and West Virginia.
The Department of Environmental
Resources was created in Pennsylvania
to consolidate the state effort. Eight
other states-Alabama, Alaska, Arizona,
California, Massachusetts, New Mexico,
Rhode
Island and Washington-are
considering similar streamlining or
realignment of enviror rental agencies.
Pennsylvania Rep John F. Laudadio,
a leading proponent of environmental

laws, said he hopes that with the new
state department "we're going to get
tougher enforcement..."
ALFRED HAWKES, executive
director of the Rhode Island Audobon
Society, agreed that "we need a little
more determination on the part of enforcement officials to get things done
faster." But, he added, "Our laws need
to be strengthened."
Business interests, however, often say
enough already has been done
legislatively, although as conservationists celebrate the first anniversary of Earth Day this week there
seems to be no letup in their campaign.

Alumni seek contributory program evaluation
Six alumni, acting as representatives
of the newly-formed Alumni for
Responsible Progress, have called for an
immediate re-evaluation of alumni
contributory programs.

"WE ARE NOT opposed to alumnisponsored money-making for the
University, but we must oppose
programs based on socially irresponsible
action," the letter said.

In a letter to James Hof. director of
Alumni Affairs, they condemned the
University's "current policy of investing
Targe portions of alumni contributions in
corporations...which are the moat
blatant polluters, the least social conscious and the bulwarks of United States
war production."

"Most alumni do not realize when
they contribute that the majority of their
gift is turned over to the non-University
affiliated corporation, BGSU Foundation, which invests the gifts in such
current portfolio holdings as Dow
Chemical, MacDonnel Douglas (aircraft) Corp., Bethlehem Steel Corp.,

Chrysler Corp., American Can Co., Gulf
Oil Corp., and R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co.," it went on.
The group asked that the Alumni
Office immediately conduct a poll of all
alumni to determine their attitudes
towards the Foundation's investment
policies.
They stated that the poll should be
completed and recommendations nude
ready for the annual summer meeting of
the Foundation's board of directors.
IN ORDER TO complete the poll by

the summer deadline, the group offered
to submit a "reasonable" questionnaire
to be used by the Alumni Office.
In addition, they demanded that all
future fund-raising campaigns conducted
by the Alumni Office, the BGSU Foundation or the Mission Expanding
Horizons program should include a
complete explanation of how funds will
be used.
They also called for complete
financial statements for both the
Foundation and Mission Expanding

Horizons to be sent to all contributors on
a regular basis.
"We think all of these requests are
reasonable and the charges suggested
long overdue," the letter stated.
"However, we think it only reasonable
to point out that if appropriate action Is
not taken early In this spring quarter, we
will not hesitate to expand Alumni for
Responsible Progress and undertake
appropriate legal action," it concluded.
THE LETTER WAS signed by Janet

McReynolds ('«7). BUI Reany ('99), Doug
Barhorst ('70), Lee Stephenson ('70),
Bruce Larrick ('70), and CoUin Blazer
(70).
Several of the signers were members
of CAVE (Campaign Against Violence to
the Environment), which made an unsuccessful attempt last year to gain
control of the Foundation's votes at
stockholders' meetings for several
corporations.
• to page 3
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student travelers

election suit

by Rick Mitz

The suit to quash the recent election ot a student
representative to the Board of Trustees seems to be
misdirected, to say the least.
Ifs prime contention-that the Firelands candidate,
Evelyn Swords, was picked by a screening committee
Instead of a primary cannot be debated.
But the whole situation simply isn't worth the trouble of
another election.
Miss Swords will serve as adviser to the student
representative, Mark Kruse.
The problem does not lie with the entire election-as
was the case of the earlier contest-but only with the
selection of one candidate.
It's quite possible that Miss Swords-despite her apparent ignorance of affairs on the main campus-could
keep the representative abreast of what is going on at
Firelands, as well as keep branch students aware of events
In BG.
If nothing else, the set-up could go a long way toward
solving one problem that was accented by the suit...a
distinct lack of communications between Huron and
Bowling Green.

The Ugly American—that middleaged suburban man with open-chested
Hawaiian shirt, baby-blue Bermudas,
white socks and oxfords, an Instamatic
slung around his shoulder-lives on In the
image of his obnoxious children, the
American student traveler.
Unlike their mothers and fathers
before them, student travelers don't take
over-sized red and black plaid suitcases
and fly off to Rome. Nor do they leave
behind large gratuities, something for
the natives to remember them by. In
fact, they don't leave gratuities behind at
all. And the Natives do remember.
American students travel differently
than their parents, although often as
offensively. They claim they don't travel
to pick up quick culture or super
souvenirs, but to pick up more of their
own heads. Many leave this country, not
in search of new worlds nor expanded
horizons, but in search of them Selves,
wandering further into their own egos
while slumming through other people's
countries.

gi drug problem

THERE ARE TWO ways students
usually travel. There are those groups
who slither onto student-only flights for
three-week or summer-long tours. They
bring their history books - imprinted In
their minds - oohing and aahing over
ancient ruins and castles.
They send back glossy postcards and
take gobs of pictures so they can pass
slides in a little viewer across the kitchen
table when they return.
The other popular form of student
travel is the travel-llghtly-and-alone
technique. With pack sack placed firmly
on back, this tourist plans to rough it,
tough it, until he's had enough of it. He
tends to take along little more than the
bare essentials - jeans, toothbrush,
extra-dry deodorant—because he feels
that, unlike his American brothers and
sisters, he isn't the least bit
materialistic.
The only souvenirs he'll bring home,
he vows, will be in his mind. But, as
many residents of oft-visited countries

Narcotic laws are not strictly enforced in rice paddy
surroundings as they are in American city streets. U.S.
soldiers will discover this soon enough when they return to
the states after their term of service.
Now that we know American soldiers are destroying
their health, and possibly their future by heroin addiction,
President Nixon will have another thorn in his side to
ignore as he carries out his Ill-defined "Vletnamlzatlon"
policy.
This upsurge in the use of drugs In Southeast Asia
should indicate to Mr. Nixon that American troops are also
disgusted with the military and the war. The President's
wish of leaving Vietnam with pompous democratic glory
will result In a nightmare if U.S. soldiers are fighting a war
under the influence of drugs.
When will Mr. Nixon realize that he is alone when he
waves his tattered flag of American Glory? There is no
hope for victory In this war...we have already lost.

have disparagingly noted, the American
anti-materialistic student brings his
capitalism and monetary values with
him in his head, not necessarily in his
pocketbook. Materialism is a state of
mind, not altogether a state of affluence.
THE STATE OF Israel is a perfect
example of a country whose people have
their own conception of the Ugly
American student
Many American
students come to Israel-often for their
junior year—to study and travel in the
country. They come with preconceived
notions of what Israel is supposed to be
like, and many misunderstandings
emerge because of their misconceptions.
Moshe Fass is an Israeli who works
with American students at Hebrew
University in Jerusalem. He describes
many American students visiting Israel
as "spoiled."
"In Daddy's house in America, it's
very easy to dream dreams and to
discuss philosophies," he said recently.
One of the American student stereotypes
is that when there's any work to be done,
they are too busy contemplating. "When
they come here," Fass said, "they aren't
prepared to do anything."
There's been a war going on in Israel
and, like any relatively new country,
there's a lot of work to be done. Fass said
that students come to Israel with the
misconception that it is a glamorous,

romantic, pioneering country, rather
than the reality that it is. And, he said,
they bring America with them, unwilling
to give up the comforts of their
homeland.
FASS TELLS A story of a girl who
brought a huge box full of vitamins and
soft toilet paper to Israel, and constantly
complained that she couldn't find a steak
or hamburger there.
"Americans don't make compromises," he said, "and this is the
reason they can't stay here."
Chava Katz is an American woman
who works with American students at
Hebrew University. She described the
image that Israelis have of American
students.
"Israelis perceive American students
as lazy creatures with ample time for
frothing off at the mouth. Israelis think,
"They're not serious, they smile too
much, there must be something wrong
with them.' They distrust American
students," she said.
And there is an Israeli paranoia that
long haired American students are
importing drugs into the country.
How true are these images of the
American student?
SOME STUDENTS IN a small hippie
community in Israel recently had a few
things to say about their image.

"I think they're a little upset about the
drugs," one student said, putting it
mildly. "But I can't worry about that.
That's net gonna stop me from doin what
I'm gonna do anyway."
"I'm here," another said, "because
there's nice beach and it's warm and
there's nice water and there's nice
people."
"The "nice" Israeli people, however,
become less nice when they hear
Americans talking like this. With all its
problems and struggles for growth,
Israel at this point is not exactly a doyour-own-thing country, and American
students seem to be helping neither the
country's nor their own progress.
As American students go gallivanting
around the world searching for little
more than their own identities at other
people's expense, they can't very well
expect to erradicate the image their
parents began.
Countries like Israel, including many
in Europe, are not Miami Beachalthough many American travelers have
tried to turn them into that. American
students should treat people and their
customs in other countries with the same
respect that students expect to receive.
And until that happens, American
student travelers might as well don
Hawaiian shirts and Instamatics, or at
least leave large tips.
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the man who didn't exist
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
At this very moment. Government computers are busily
compiling burgeoning banks of personal data on you and me and
on our fellow citizens.
This revelation by Senate investigators has created
widespread alarm. Typical is the reaction of my milkman, Mrs.
O'Hanrahan. (cq) Mrs. O'H&nrahanis alarmed that she may not
be on any Government list. "No one," she says nervously,
"likes to be left out these days."
To reassure Mrs. O'Hanrahan and other panicked Americans
that their Government is indeed aware of them, we present
herewith the unique life story of Grosbert Grommet.
GROSBERT HAD THE good fortune to be born in the
carriage of a gas balloon somewhere over Perth Amboy, N.J.
(cq) His father, Gridwell, a noted balloonist and anarchist
decided on landing not to register Grosbert's birth. In fact, he
decided never to register Grosbert for anything.
"I want you to devote your life, son," he told the growing lad,
"to keeping the Government ignorant of your existence. True,
the Government will never do anything for you. But you'll never
have to do anything for the Government. Believe me, you'll
come out way ahead."
So Gridwell didn't register the boy for school, but tutored him
at home instead. Nor did he sign him up for the Boy Scouts,
enroll him in YMCA camp or even list him as a tax deduction. In
fact, Grosbert's name never appeared on a scrap of paper
anywhere.
Once, young Grosbert rebelled, decided to run away to
Zamboanga and went down to get a passport. When the clerk
demanded proof of birth, Grosbert pounded himself on the chest
and pointed out he existed. The clerk naturally replied that

wasn't good enough.
"The Government doesn't even know I'm alive," Grosbert
complained to his father.
"Exactly," said his father, rubbing his hands. "Therefore
you needn't register for the draft."
THIS CONVINCED GROSBERT. Prom then on he devoted
every waking moment to preventing the Government from
learning of his existence.
"It wasn't easy. He went to a free university that didn't keep
records. To avoid registering for Social Security, he joined a
hippie community and threaded love beads for a living.
He couldn't of course, own a house, a boat, a car, a telephone,
a bank account or any shares in General Motors. Nor could he
take out a driver's license, apply for welfare or open a charge
account. And when he fell in love with Irma. they had to live in
sin.
On (he other hand, as he was fond of telling, Irma, he never
paid a ruckle in taxes, served a day in the Army or spent an hour
on Jury duty.
"All in all," he said happily, "father was right!"
UNFORTUNATELY, THIS STARTED an argument.
Grosbert lost his temper and strangled Irma with a $3.98 set of
love beads. He was tried, convicted and sentenced to death.
"But you can't execute me," Grosbert confidently told the
judge, "because I don't exist."
This caused a nationwide furor. Grosbert was taken before
The Great Central Computer in Washington. It clicked, whirred
and issued a tape which read: "THERE IS NO GROSBERT
GROMMET."
"See! "cried Grosbert triumphantly. "I told you..."
But, of course, at that very instant, he vanished in a puff of
acrid smoke.

"Keep her quiet...she's not relevant to this case!'

news Lerrers
concern over athletic funding
The other day I heard a rather
shocking fact Of the fifty dollars each
student must bag for general fees each
quarter, thirty-two goes to interscholastic athletics.
For an activity that concerns only a
small minority of the university, over
half of what is to provide activities for all
is squandered on. Some of the sports do
not even provide a spectator role for
other students to a minority of this
minority are given scholarships, usually

far beyond the need of the student.
Because of this waste of money, many
much poorer students go begging for
money.
The usual reply to this is that athletics
pays for itself. No sport at Bowling
Green pays for itself. It is doubtful even
if athletics make any difference to

THe BG news

let's hear from you

HIGH LOI

The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask,
however, that guest columns not
be written in direct response to
any other published editorial
item.
Letters should be a
maximum of 300 words,
typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four
typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the
right to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with
respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address
and phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 10* University Hall.

contributions of alumni, as Is true at
some colleges. Therefore, I propose the
following: 1) all athletic scholarships
shall be eliminated. 2) all sports except
football, hockey and basketball shall be
dropped to a club status.
Wendell Wagnet, Jr.
372 Rogers
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Bowling Green seeks clinic
If federal funds are appropriated to the Ohio
Department of
Health,
Bowling Green may become
the home of one of the first
county-wide family planning
clinics in the state.
James Coy, acting local
health commissioner, said he
has received
a verbal
agreement for the $50
thousand proposed funds but
can't make any commitments
with the money until he
receives a written agreement.
The clinic will serve as an
all-inclusive family planning
project, counseling on such
matters as family size and
birth control, said Coy. He
added that examinations will
be given by a qualified
physician before any treatments are dispensed.

The
County
Health
Department will house the
clinic with a physician and
qualified nurses on the staff.
To receive the funds from
the state the county must
agree to match the amount
Coy said the county officials
plan to match the funds in the
form of personnel to operate
the clinic, probably hiring
additional personnel since the
department is shorthanded
presently.
No decision has yet been
made on whether the services
will be free or whether a fee
will be set but Coy said he
would like to eliminate as
much administrative paper
work as possible to keep administrative costs down.
Setting a fee would require

more paper work he explained.
Because the county has not
had much experience with this
type of project Coy said, "We
plan to start out with evening
clinics and see how that goes.
We don't know yet how much

Eco group seeks
funds for projects
The Ohio Public Interest
Action Group is "down to nuts
and bolts," Washington
lawyer Jim Welch, an
assistant to Ralph Nader said
here yesterday.
"I feel like a carnival
barker advertising fundraising projects, but we're off

BGSU gets truck
from firemen group
By James Gullford
N.wtpho.o by JD. Filler

A quartet of "bavishing reauties" bravt the breezes in bright bikinis
in order to pick up where Florida sun left off. This foursome seemed
tQ ^ ,nj0yjng Some form of netless volleyball when they caught the
eye of our photographer.

C«rVA
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Bowling Green State
University has a fire truck.
A1939 vintage combination
ladder truck and pumper was
presented to the University
Sunday by the Northwestern
Ohio Volunteer Fireman's
Association. Dr. Theodore J.
Jenson, former dean of the
college of education, accepted
the truck for the University.
"Defiance O., had a fire
truck which they were taking
off the line with a new piece of
equipment" Dr. Jenson explained. "They asked for bids
and the association put in a
bid."
Fire Chief of Swanton, O.
Lewis Taylor, picked up the
vehicle last week, when the
association's bid won. The
turck was presented to the
University during the annual
Fire School held this weekend.

Prof discusses black drama
By Harry Peck
Dr. Carlton Molette
yesterday cited an emphasis
on emotionalism and less
formal theater structure as
the main differences between
black and white theater styles.
Dr. Molette, associate
professor of Drama at Spelmar
College in Atlanta Ga., pointed
out that the audience-actor
relationship is quite different

in black theater.
There is no fixed line
between audiences and actors,
he said, and black audiences
are not expected to sit
passively and listen.
"Any member of the
audience may at any time
participate. No one shushes
you if you have something to
say," he added.
DR. MOLETTE noted a

Evaluation sought
for alumni gifts
• from page l
Copies of the letter were
sent to President Hollis A.
Moore Jr.; Dr. Stanley Coffman, vice president of
academic affairs, Dr. James
Bond, vice president of
student affairs; Marvin
Rorick, president of the
Foundation; T. D. Wakefield,
chairman of Mission Expanding
Horizons; and
, Charles Shanklin, president of
I the Alumni Association.

'
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HOF RESPONDED to the
letter Monday by labeling it
"full of holes."
"I don't object to these
guys writing because, if
they're this misinformed, they
need to be straightened out,"
he said.
Hof noted that all of the
Foundation's shares in most of
the corporations mentioned in
the letter already have been
sold.
All but shares in Allied
Chemical and Chrysler Corp.,
were sold by September, 1970,
at a net loss of $8,886.04.
Hof said that a poll such as
the one the alumni suggested
would not be feasible because
it couldn't be done by spring.

However, he added that the
Alumni Office has already
sent the "report of contributors" to the printers,
which is to include where gifts
are allocated, and copies will
be mailed out.
IN RESPONSE to the
charge that the Foundation is
investing
in
corporate
polluters, Hof said the board
has already directed Toledo
Trust, which is handling investments, to "find the
polluters." Toledo Trust is to
sell the Foundation's shares in
these corporations "if it was
economically feasible."
The alumni also questioned
in their letter whether it was
legal for University-sponsored
groups to solicit for funds and
then hand the money over to a
totally separate organization
for investment purposes.
Hoff replied that it was
"100 per cent legal."

second difference concerning
the acting technique ofEuroAmerican actors.
These
actors assume the characters
of someone they are not, he
said, while in black theater
actors do what they feel rather
than depend on method acting.
Also, he continued, the plot
is unimportant in the black
theater.
Black American
Ritual Drama is dependent
upon emotionalism, not upon
conflict
i He
cited
black
congregations as an example.
Black ministers use dance,
music and speech to evoke a
satisfactory level of emotional
intensity. "It's not what he
said," Dr. Maolette pointed
out, "but how he says it."

cerned with this difference if
true black drama is to
emerge. He defined black
theater as "of, by and for
black people" and not simply
as a play with a black man in
it.
He attributed the problems
of Euro-American theater to
attempts to reconcile the
conflicts of Christianity,
imperialism and slavery.

HE EXPLAINED that
Black American
Rituiil
Drama is more concerned
with spiritual involvement
and celebration than with the
dramatic work itself.
"Black
poets
and
playwrights aim to teach
rather than to sound pretty.
Euro-American theater is
more concerned with the
word," he added.
Dr. Molette said black
playwrights must be con-

Two 17-year-old Bowling
Green youths have each been
charged in - Bowling Green
Juvenile Court with one count
of trespassing, following their
apprehension early Sunday
morning in Lot 6 by Campus
Security.
The youths had entered a
parked car, and were spotted
by an officer patrolling in an
unmarked car, according to
Security Director James
Saddoris.

Youths charged

•THE ONLY THING they
asked, "Dr! Jenson said, "is
that we leave the name
Defiance on the truck." Costs
for licensing and registration
will be absorbed by the
University.
Equipped with 208 feet of
ladders and a 1.000 gallon-perminute pump, the fire truck is
now being stored by the
Bowling Green City Fire
Department in its equipment
pool at the Wood County Fair
Grounds.
Although the truck is 32
years old Dr. Jenson. said, "it
was kept right up to snuff.
They drove it right up here
Sunday without any trouble."

with trespassing
Sunday in Lot 6

"IT IS TO BE used at the
fire department here," Dr.

Eco-tip-of-the-day

Cut power
Conserve your use of electricity.
Don't buy such unnecessary items as electric toothbrushes, electric hot-combs,
and electric pencil sharpeners. The more electrical appliances we use, the more
electricity must be produced by power companies.
To meet the increasing demand for electricity, electric companies have to build
more air-polluting generating plants. You save money AND stop the construction of
air-polluting power plants by cutting back and conserving your use of electricity.
-Benjamin Marvin

He added, however, that no
all funds solicited by the
University are given to the
Foundation. At least 25 per
cent of the money raised by
this year's Senior Challenge
program will be earmarked
for ecological studies, he said.
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Interest or use this will have."
Interest in the program
was Initiated, In part by
inquiries that county health
and welfare officials have
received and through the
results of the Crisis Phone.
Coy said.

said. "I think we at the
University kind of totally
depend on the city fire
department for our protection."
Bowling Green University's fire truck may serve as
the base for a fire academy, if
the firemen get their way.
"The hope is that rather
than building one fire
academy around Columbus,
several regional ones could be
established," Dr. Jenson said.
"Since the fire school has been
"I DON'T KNOW THAT going on here for six or seven
any thought has been given to years, this would be the logical
involvement of students from place to have a Northwestern
the University," Dr. Jenson Ohio regional academy."

Jenson said, "and for their
spring fire schools."
The
pumper will also serve those
who attend the five-month
training program held at
Bowling Green.
The basic training course
was begun in Novenber for
members of paid fire
departments. It fulfills the
Ohio law which requires
regular firemen to have at
least 160 hours of formal
training in fire fighting.

Commuter group names

to a late start here at Bowling
Green, and we've got to start
pushing," he said.
"State-wide, OPIAG is
doing quite will," he added.
The profits from the fundraising projects will go
towards hiring environmental
workers to help in the ecology
crusade.
ONE OF THE projects, to
be held May 1 is an odd Job
bank.
The project will allow
community residents to
acquire the services of
students to do spring cleaning
by simply calling a phone
number.
"We want to have about 100
people, each willing to give
four hours of his time on that
day," explained Welch.
"Our problem is two-fold,"
said Welch. "We have to
publicize our projects, and
make them sound exciting so
people will want to get involved."

How to use
the system
to fight
the system

candidates, election date
Tomorrow all candidates
for
the
Commuter
Organization Executive Board
will hold an open panel
discussion at noon in the
Commuter Center.
The students running for
president are John Boellner,
sophomore (A&S) and Harry
Utterback, Junior (Ed.)
Candidates for executive
secretary are Barry Emch,
sophomore (Ed.) and John
Widmer, Junior (A&S).
Greg Wells, sophomore
(B.A.) and Scot Mason, Junior
(A&S) are running for

financial secretary.
COMMUNICATION
SECRETARY candidates are
Sue Seibenick, sophomore
(Ed.) and George Young,
freshman (Ed.)
Gretchen Ladd, freshman
(Ed.) and Ellen Brahier,
sophomore (A&S) are trying
for recording secretary;
The election will be May 5
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Commuter Center. The new
officers will take charge June
1.
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No differences on China

Nixon, Agnew concur
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
While House and Republican
congrMsional chiefs closed
ranks yesterday to Insist that
Vice President Splro T. Agnew
has no differences with
President Nixon about administration steps to promote
better relations with China.
Press secretary Ronald L.
Ziegler said Agnew himself

had authorized him to state
that "there is absolutely no
disagreement."
Agnew's press secretary,
Victor Gold, said while the
vice president expresses his
own
opinions
in
administration policy making
"when policy is determined
quite obviously the vice
president is a member of this

Egypt says Israel
blocks peace bids
By the Associated Press
Egypt blamed Israel
yesterday for frustrating
peace efforts in the Middle
East and the purpose of the
Genevs disarmament conference.
Ambassador Hussein
Khallaf told the 25-natlon
meeting in Geneva it faces
"the threat of a possible crisis
of credibility .. and will
continue to do so as long as it
will not come to grips with
real issues of disarmament."
"A case in point Is the
Middle East where Israel
insists on perpetuating
military occupation of vast
territories and proclaims its
expansionist intentions in
official documents presented
to the United Nations . . ."
ISRAEL IS not represented
at the Geneva talks and there
was no immediate reation to

the Egyptian ambassador's
remarks.
Foreign Minister Mahmoud Riad of Egypt ended
five days of talks with Soviet
leaders In Moscow on the
Middle East crislsand returned
to Cairo.
Details of the talks were
not disclosed, but Riad told the
Soviet news agency, Tass, the
situation in the Middle East is
"undoubtedly
extremely
serious."
In Amman, a government
spokesman said Palestinian
guerrillas fired an hour-long
machine-gun barrage at two
Jordanian villages from
across the Syrian border
Monday night, but there were
no casualties.
Earlier, he said, Arab
guerrillas exploded a land
mine under Jordanian army
vehicle in the northern part of
the country, wounding four
soldiers.

The Crescent Moon is
Glowing Proudly
over our Fantastic
Pledgi!
The Sisters of Gamma Phi

administration and supports
the policy."
"IN THE DECISION
making process the vice
president makes his opinions
known." Gold said. "When
the policy Is made the vice
president supports it"
Agnew, who held an of f-therecord meeting with a group
of newsmen Monday at the
Republican governor's conference at Williamsburg, Va.,
was quoted as indicating he
was
not in complete
agreement with the steps
Nixon announced last week.
Ziegler acknowledged that
Agnew "did raise questions"
at one or more National
Security Council meetings
that took up policy matters
touching on Sino- American
relations.
But Ziegler, Senate GOP
Leader Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania and his House
counterpart, Gerald L. Ford of
Michigan, were In agreement
in denying that any policy
differences between Nixon
and Agnew were involved.
Ford, who attended a
second closed-door meeting
with Agnew at Williamsburg
Monday, said "I can say
categorically and with emphasis" that Agnew indicated
at that time his "strong
support" of Nixon's moves.

FORD WAS present for an
off-the-record Agnew speech
to the Republican governors.
Agnew attended Nixon's
weekly meeting today with
Republican leaders of the
Senate and House.
Ziegler said he talked to
Agnew beforehand and was
authorized to disclaim the
reports of differences.
Asked if Agnew did indeed
meet with a group of reporters
for three hours earlyMonday
morning, Ziegler declined to
reply but Scott interjected:
"I think it's hist because he
Agnew likes
newspaper
people."
Scott, Ford and Ziegler
agreed that the question of
Agnew's
remarks
at
Williamsburg did not come up
at the meeting with Nixon.
THEN, FOR perhaps the
fourth time, Ziegler said to
newsmen
"You should not pursue the
story that there Is a difference
of opinion . . . there Is no
difference of opinion."
Agnew, at the Williamsburg meeting, told the GOP
governors Monday that he was
concerned by overemphasis
on the Chinese tour by the IS
members of the U.S. table
tennis team and about the way
their journey was reported in
the United States.

Artist Series to bring
Spanish dancers here
Maria Alba and her
company of Spanish dancers
will perform Sunday at t p.m.
in the Main Auditorium,
University Hall as the final
performance In this season's
University Artist Series.
Miss Alba was formerly the
leading female dancer with

the Ballet Espanol VargazSlmenez, before forming her
own company of 10 dancers, a
singer and a guitarist.
Admission to the program
is $1.25 for students and 11.50
for adults.
Tickets are
available at the door.

Congratulations
Secretaries
for
Your Week

GOP parley

Nixon tells DAR convention
of conditions for war's end
WASHINGTON (AP President Nixon told the
Daughters of the American
Revolution Monday night the
United States will stop the
Indochina war leaving "a
South Vietnam able to defend
itself sgainst Communist
aggression."
As a result, he said, the
1970's like the 1770's, will go
down In history "as a decade
of honor, of hope, of a new
birth for America."
Addressing some 3,000
members, the President noted

he was the first president
since President Eisenhower's
1954 speech, to pay his
respects personally to the
DAR.
HE CAME TO their 80th
Continental Congress as the
man who proposed "a new
American revolution. . .to
move us by giant steps toward
Lincoln's Ideal that America
should have a government of
the people, by the people and
for the people," he said.
The Daughters announced.

meantime, that they are
banning press coverage of the
reading, discussion and voting
on policy-setting resolutions
during the current meeting.
The resolutions, however,
will be made available to the
press after the voting today.
"This ban," said Mrs.
Erwln Frees Seimes, the DAR
president-general, "is the
result of our great objection to
the reporting of the Associated
Press and the Washington
Post of our 'environmental
resolution' during the 1(70
Congress.

Christian lecture slated
for forum on Thursday
"Where Do Our Rights
Come From?" will be the title
of a lecture to be given by
James Spencer under the
auspices of the University
Christian
Science
Organization.
The lecture scheduled for
tomorrowatS p.m.intheForum
of the Student Services Bldg.,
will concern the relevance of
spiritual values to the right of
dissent, civil rights and
women's rights.
Spencer, a graduate of the

"THE
REPORTERS
representing the news media
quoted
the remarks of
delegates from the floor,
which were so written as to
Principis College, Elsah, lead the reader to believe
Illinois has been a full time these statements were the
Christian Science minister official statements of the
since 1953 and is a member of Daughters, not the opinion of
The Christian Science Board members,"
of Lectureship.
The Post and The
In his lecture Spencer will Associated Press, in their
also relate spiritual ex- coverage last year, reported
periences in the overcoming of on several resolutions ranging
loneliness, sickness, prejudice from "thought control" to
"voluntary school prayer," as
and restrictiveness.
well as the debate on and
The lecture Is open to the passageof the "environmental
public and everyone is resolution."
welcome.
Among the quotes used was

PLAYWEAR.
SUNWEAR,
SWIMWEAR...
Vassarette's Bra-tiques combine
fun and fashion with fitting
know-how! The bra tops, niphugger and waistline brief are
sold separately to assure yog
of a perfect fit. Take
your pick of 7 colorful prints
... all quick-ory, color-last
100% Enkalure* nylon tricot
with nylon tricot linin

Are You
Ready For
The Sun

to host students
in IGSU Union
Scholarships will be
presented to three high school
students at the 33rd annual
Northwest Ohio District
Journalism Awards banquet
Friday in the Grand Ballroom,
Union.
Awards will also be given
to 11 high school newspapers
and six area journalists.
Nearly 600 students from 47
high schools are expected to
attend the event co-sponsored
by the Northwest Ohio
Newspaper Association and
the University's School of
Journalism.
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Flowerhouse

one attributed to Mrs.
Clarence Howard as saying,
during the debate on the environmental resolution, "This
environmental movement is
one of the subversive's
elements last steps. They've
gone after the military and the
police and now they're going
after our parks snd our
playgrounds."

DAYWEAR,

Remember her with
Flowers, —
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President Richard Nixon shakes hands with Republican National
Chairman Robert Dole at the opening of the Republican Governors
Conference in Williamsburg, Va., Monday. In the center are Vice
President Splro Agnew, back to camera, and Gov. Louie B. Nunn,
Kentucky, conference chairman.
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Supreme Court oks busing
composition of the school
system as a whole."
However, the court ruled
valid the use of a white-black
ratio system for schools in
Charlotte, Mecklenburg
County, N.C.
"The very limited use of
mathematical ratios was
within the equitable remedial
discretion of the district
court," said the chief Justice.
In all respects the court
was unanimous as it ruled on
school cases from Mobile
County, Ala., and Clarke
County, Ga„ aa well as the
AS BURGER SAID: "The Charlotte case.
constitutional command to
desegregate schools does not
BURGER DELIVERED
mean that every school in all five opinions, taking
every community must command as his predecessor,
always reflect the racial Earl Warren, did when the
court in 1964 first declared
segregation of public school
Author to relate
students for racial reasons
was unconstitutional.
The White House had no
politics, ecology
specific, immediate reaction
to the decision except for word
during seminar
from press secretary Ronald
L. Ziegler that the ruling will
James Ridgeway, author of be considered fully.
"The Politics of Ecology,"
He said there had been and
will be the featured speaker opportunity even to read it by
WmNH ky J.D. FlWtar
today at the Energy Crisis the time newsmen were
Seminar from 2-5 p.m. in 100 pressing him for reactions.
Many profs art taking advantage of the fine
University Hall and again at 8
Among the court's findings
weather to hoW classes outdoors. These students
p.m. in 230 Math Science Bldg. was that the North Carolina
seem to be engrossed in the lecturer's words
Ridgeway is being spon- antlbusing law is undespite the many distractions to be found when
sored by the Student Body constitutional because it
the days are sunny.
Organization as a part of earth prevents implementation of
week at the University.
desegregation plans.
Ridgeway charges in his
The law forbade assignbook that government and ment of students on account of
industry are perpetrating the race or for the purpose of
major scandal of our time: the creating racial balance.
Trlstar Jet plan, but the his signature roll off the discovery that pollution pays. Additionally, it prohibited
He contends that by putting "involuntary" busing as well
decision Is up to Presient government presses.
He said negotiations still profit first, government and as the use of public funds for
Nlxon.
At an impromptu news are continuing with Lockheed industry are exploiting the such busing.
conference, Connally said he is and bank officials over ecology issue, cheating the
Reaction came swiftly
not prepared to say whether whether a loan will be ex- public and helping to destroy from communities directly
he has recommended a tended with a government the environmment.
Involved in the ruling.
Ridgeway backs up his
government-backed loan to guarantee.
Lockheed is in the process charge by pointing out that
Nixon.
JULIUS L. CHAMBERS, a
Asked if he thought such a of negotiating a ISO million although the Nlxon ad- young Negro lawyer for the
loan
for
its
short-term
needs,
ministration
has
declared
allloan is the only solution to
NAACP Legal Defense and
out war on pollution, it has Education Fund, who has been
Lockheed's difficulties, the Connally said.
repeatedly fought Congress' the principal combatant for
secretary said, "I'm not sure
MONDAY THE depart- efforts to improve water the Negroes in North Carolina,
of that. It may well be."
ment said participants in the pollution programs and will said, "I think it's great.it's
ASKED IF HE thought Lockheed negotiations ap- spend less to fight pollution all we asked for."
Congress would approve a peared to favor a government than any previous adBut William H. Boot', an
government-guaranteed loan, guarantee. Connally told ministration.
The seminars are free and ' attorney elected to the school
Connally replied,"I don't want a newsman last week that a
board on a strongly antlbusing
to anticipate what the guarantee may be submitted open to the public.
President might do, so I won't to Congress.
anticipate what the Congress
Wo welcome 3 Sopor Activos
Asked yesterday if he la
might do."
such
a
Connally commented as he recommending
to Foil Sisterhood:
arrived at the Bureau of proposal to Congress, ConEngraving and Printing to nally said "not at this
watch the first f 1 bill bearing moment."
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
unanimous Supreme Court
held yesterday federal courts
may order busing of public
school children as a means of
desegregating schools.
"Desegregation
plans
cannot be limited to the walkin school," said Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger in announcing the most important
ruling of the term.
At the same time, the court
held fixed racial ratios are not
required in all the schools of a
community.

Engrossed

Lockheed may get U.S. aid
WASHINGTON (AP) Secretary of the Treasury
John B. Connally said
yesterday a governmentguaranteed loan may well be
the only way to pull Lockheed
Aircraft Corp. out of its
financial troubles over the

University pianist
to perform
Saturday evening
Jerome
Rose,
the
University's
artist-inresidence at the School of
Music, will present a free
public piano concert Saturday
at 8:15 p.m. in the Recital
Hall, Music Bldg.
Selections will include
"Sonata in B major D.V. 575"
by Schubert; "Sonata in A flat
major,
Op.
110"
by
Beethoven; Mozart's "Sonata
in C Minor K 457"; and "Trois
Mouvement de Petrouchka"
by Stravinsky.
Rose recently returned
from a concert tour of Europe
where he recorded four major
works by Schumann for
Gemini Records.
This summer he will appear with the Bournemouth
Symphony and the Bulgarian
Symphonic Orchestra at the
Ravenna Festival in Italy.

INTERNATIONAL
WEEK

slate, called the ruling a "sad
day for America."
Boos predicted the court's
ruling would hasten the flight
from public schools by parents
who send their children to
private schools rather than
allow them to attend the newly
integrated public schools.
A dozen private schools
have sprung up in Charlotte
during file last year, several In
church buildings.
"In my Judgment, this
decision is going to mark the
beginning of the downfall of
public education," Booe said.
THE CLARKE COUNTY,
Ga.,
superintendent
of
education, Dr. Charles McDaniel, said he
believes
educators will, at last, know
what is expected of them
because of the Supreme
Court's decision holding that
busing of school children may
be used
as a means of
desegregation.
"I am extremely happy
that the Supreme Court has
finally made a decision on this
matter, so that all of us in
education will know what Is
expected of us," McDanlel
said.
Said Burger: "If a stateimposed limitation on a school
authority's discretion
operates to inhibit or obstruct
construction of a unitary
school system or impede the
disestablishing of a dual
school system, it must fall;
state policy must give way
when it operates to hinder
vindication of federal constitutional guarantees."
THE COURTROOM was
packed, as usual. Spectators
Included springtime tourists
who listened impassively to

Burger's 15-minute announcement of the rulings.
All nine members of the
court were on the bench. Five
of their clerks stood In a side
passageway listening intently
to the momentous rulings.
As if to brain a special light
on the rulings the court announced no others.
The
Justices proceeded im-

mediately to the hearing of a
draft case involving a Danish
citizen.
Burger, in announcing the
school decision, said,"Our
objective remains what it was
May 17, 1954-to eliminate
state-imposed segregation."
He said "at no time has the
court deviated" from this
objective.

Petition drive set
against Ohio Plan
Next Monday Tom Stout
and Jerry Fouke, both Juniors
(B.A.), will begin circulating
a petition against Gov.
Gilligan's Ohio Plan in the
campus dining halls.
The Ohio Plan is a biU
being considered by the Ohio
legislature that would require
all graduates of statesupported universities to pay
the state $3,000 in installments
once their incomes reach
$7,000.
With this plan Gilligan
intends to fund the state's
subsidy of higher education.
STOUT LABELLED the
$3,000 fee a "double tax"
because graduates working in
the state will also be taxed
through the usual channels.

The petition will be circulated in the Kreischer and
Harshman dining halls next
Monday; in McDonald and
Prout Tuesday; and in
Commons and Founders
Wednesday.
Stout and Fouke are also
considering setting up a table
in the Union and visiting
apartment complexes for
more signatures.
The two plan to present the
petition to Charles Kurfess,
Speaker of the Ohio House of
Representatives and outspoken opponent of the Ohio
Plan, on Friday.
Kurfess is scheduled to be
in Bowling Green that day for
the inauguration ceremonies
of University President Hollis
A. Moore, Jr.

Alpha Delta P
Welcomes its New
Baby Lions
Pat Collingwood
Shield Crimmins
Carol Day
Evelyn Horn ish
Karen Holstein
Nancy Nelson
Candy Swatka

Sherrie Gough
Dee Horrell
Jo Mraz

Yoor
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FOLK FESTIVAL
May 7th & 8th
OHIO UNIVERSITY
Convocation Canter
Concerts Fn& Sat. 6pm
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WANTED:
College men and women for management positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available tor incollege trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special training
course on graduation. Stateside
and/or overseas travel
guaranteed.

«

Here's a government position with a
real futuieforboth men and women.
An officer's )ob In the Air Force A
management level job in anybody's
book. Certainly, there's no better
way to get the e»perience and training needed for executive responsibility.
if you have two years of college
remaining, you could find yourself
earning an Air Force commission
while you learn, through the Air
Force ROTC two-year program.
Along with college credits and a
commission, you'll receive$50 each
month as a student And upon graduation, that management position
we promised will be waiting for you.
If an advanced degree is in your
plans, you'll be happy to learn that
the Air Force has a number of outstanding programs to help you further your education.
If you're in your final year of col-

lege, you can get your commission
through the Air Force Officer TrainingProgram It is open to all college
grads, both men and women, who
qualify.
Check it out. You'll find that the
Air Force is one career that offers
something for everyone. Nearly 430
different jobs, ranging from aeronautical engineering to zoology,
with almost everything else, including flying, in between. But whatever
your duties, you'll soon discover
that the Air Force will let you move
just as tar and as fast as ycur talents can take you.
So look ahead and let your college years pay off for you with a
managerial position in the U.S. Air
Force. Just send in this coupon or
write to USAF Military Personnel
Center, Dept. A. Randolph AFB.
Texas 78148, and get your postgraduate career off the ground.

USAF Military Personnel Center
Dept. A
Randolph AFB.'Texas 78148
Please send me more information
on:
D Officer Training School

(Thr llniuprfiitii ^hnji

Q Air Force ROTC Program
NAME

AW
(04WM «X«<M>

• DD-USS

CITY

PMQ*e

OTATt

DATE Of O-AOUATMJM

K*»a
|
I
I
I

STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.- 5:30 P.M. MON. thru SAT.

1IP

I undantand there Is no oblii»tlon.

ft>d9out5«*inri>«!Ur*«^Ste^AkFof»

SPECIAL GUESTS
Dave Bromberg, Nick Holmes
David Rao, Rosalie Sorrells
TICKETS FOR ENTIRE FESTIVAL »5 M » M50 «""*>
. ....
main lobby BAKER CENTER
cash or monay o-dtr (no crwckt)
WM™ cSS?RN OFFICE. B.k.. Cnl.. OHK) 1/ Ath.n. OHKJ 45701

Student Charge Accounts Welcomed
532 £. Wooste-

t

±
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PUZZLE

Gilligan pushes Medicaid

Associated Press Wi,#pholo

Alfred Gienow, above, holdover in
Gov. John J. Gilligan's cabinet,
Monday.
His
re$igned
replacement as Ohio Public
Works director will be R. Wilson
Neff, executive secretary of the
Lorain Port Authority.

p
■
rcesigns
post

ROCKING CHAIR SEATING
towling
Green

Tel.

(Cmirna-f)

Eve. in 7:25. 9:30 - Sol. & Sun com Ftom 1 P.M.

"CHARGED WITH PASSION THAT GOES BEYOND
THE SEXUAL
Gallon may become one of the biggest Stats of this decade "
- HOLLYWOOD uroRTca.

Thu Power,
the pinion.
thabirrorof
Emily Bronte's

. immortal
,J\ story of
".'.•'' youno love.

CINCINNATI (AP) - Gov.
John J. Gilligan appealed here
yesterday for support of his
plan to aid the medically
needy.
In remarks prepared for
the annual session of the Ohio
Hospital Association, Gilligan
asked the group to back his
plan to extend Medicaid
programs to cover the basic
needs of citizens ineligible for
Medicaid assistance.
"Today there is an increasing public awareness
that despite the huge expenditures for health, our
health care sy tern is not really
doing an adequate Job of
providing health care for the
American
people,"
the
governor said.
HE SAID for the first time
in Ohio "we are proposing to
avail ourselves of tens of
millions of federal dollars for
hospital care of the medically
indigent."
He said some
470,000 Ohioans already are
receiving medical care under
Medicaid and genera! relief
programs.
"For the $111 million we
propose to provide for Ohio
programs, we will bring into
Ohio $128 million in matching
federal funds-funds that now
go to other states," he said.
The funds, he said, would
furnish only part of the actual
costs of the care. He added
that the average cost of a visit
to an out-patient clinic is $17
while hospitals are reimbursed an average of $10 for
visits by those receiving
public assitance.
"We are proposing to ease
the financial burden this

partial reimbursement places
on hospitals," he said.
"Starting July 1, we propose
for the state to provide funds
to help pay the actual costs of
out-patient services for public
assistance recipients."
AFTER THE ADDRESS
here he flew to Circleville for
dedication ceremonies at a
new RCA television picture
tube factory.
On Wednesday he will be in

s Cathy

to open in earth week
Ecology is not only the
theme of earth week-it's the
topic of the grand opening of
the D.J. Health Foods and
Sport Cyclery at 115 W. Merry
Street.
Dorothy Joyce, owner of
the new store, is stressing
"good body ecology" to tie in
with this week's focus on the
environment. Her main objective in starting the store
was to emphasize fitnessthrough eating nutritional
foods and getting proper
exercise.
"Most processed foods are
lacking in nutrients because of
the sugar and preservatives
added," she said. "Health
foods have more vitamins and
nutrients because they have
no additives that would spoil
their quality."
MRS. JOYCE IS also
starting a local chapter of the
National
Health
Foods
Association.
The club will
inept once a month, and will

VttilW

/Off

WATERBED CO.

TIMOTHY DALTON

,tm.rm»n*

-as Heathclitl

Ulutl\erii\g Heights
;j ■;;

Washington to meet with
Democratic party officials.
Later, Gilligan cited his
cabinet, tax program and
efforts to restructure administrative departments of
government as the major accomplishments in his first 100
days in office.
Gilligan termed his cabinet
" probably the greatest
collection of bright active
people ever to put together at
the state level."

Health food store plans

lAMISM NIC'lOLSONtndSAMUll / ARNOfF prrWOI

\NNA CALDER -MARSHALL

By Henry V. Sink*

feature
speakers
and
programs regarding health
foods and their use.
This
Wednesday, a ■speaker from
Dietrich Health Foods in
Toledo will discuss soybeans.
"The club has been set up
mainly to educate and inform
people about health foods and
why they are valuable," she
said. "Also at the meetings
different foods will be compared."
Although Mrs. Joyce will
not be an officer in the club,
she will help in getting the
club started by arranging
speakers for the various
programs.
The types of foods that can
be found at D.J. Health Foods
range from
yogurt
to
seawater.
Organic dried
fruits, meal, sunflower seeds
pumpkin seeds, pancake and
waffle mixes are some of the
products featured at the store.
Besides health foods, the
store also has appliances for
preparing the foods. Yogurt
makers, juicers, and broilers
are a few of them.

ACROSS
1 Implied.
G Notable
■leeil.
10 Applmiil.
If Iowa
religious
rolony.
15 Swiss river,
in Detest.
17 Sacred lexl
• if Islam,
IK Basic truth.
20 Kpncli.
21 Scottish
highlamli i
23 Moisten.

Howards All-Stor Water Bed
Team Warming Up For
An Inter Bar Match

NOW PLAYING
|>(, ol 7 25 Only - Sol. & tWI. Mai 2:30

MAEEEN BEATTI

Come over and do some
practicing of your own

They're
'oung...
they're
In love

HHtJHHH
A 1

ISI

. . ,K| t \

BONNIi^^CIajfrDX
CO-STAHRiNO

MCHAEL J POLLARD GENE HACKMAN-ESTELE PARSONS «&

WfUrt heppeni wncn a profci SKMUI!
kllwr vtowtci the code?...

Get Carter I

•*"<■•'• = ■"•"■
.»«
>«iMiri.,«M,.,mi||
TICMNICOLOK'PROM WAHN.R BIOl-HVIH ART. Wtf
PLUS - E... 9,30 Only - Sol. * Sun Mo. 4:35

April

l|<

then
there's
Bullitt.

STEVE I>1CQL)
lam-MBim*)*
STARTS WED. APRIL 21
"BROTHER JOHN"

Michael Caine
»Get Carter
"SSSil^'^MlCHAEL CAINE.'GET CARTER'
Co-to--,lANHtM*Y JOHNOSeOB^^BBinfKlANO s«~ow. » uu
MOOOfl W*«.*.».-o~.-**cisM!u"M -OMTc'ID ilwi-, >.-**•*--, MCHAJi CONGO
DMOriblM HOOOfVA M0.I1O GOtDWvNMMII ItitASl •« 14 TtOCCaOt ITJIT'OX j*X
COMING SOON - FOR PETE'S SAKE
May 5 Woll Disney's Borotooi Evacwllva
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grain.
HI Native metal.

41 Automaton.
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Hi Eskimo boat.
19 Something
of value.
{ill Tilled.
•">l Packing box.
52 Sea duck.
53 Mimic.
54 Mother of
Apollo.
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never.
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By Lois Jones
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Yesterday'a rryplogram: Your prrfunrtor)
kisses disclose lark of deep affection,

»7I

Skin prubleim" New product
mm oflerisl on opi'n market
alter IS years of clinical
tatting II interested Call 3526641
DU'l Inanks tor a urea!
"name n' tea"' The Gamma

PM1
Cayle-Conaralualtlons on
>our IVII-KIHavaliennK Your
Kll Sisters

lift Population l.timih. 1st floor University Hall 10 .mil
pm
Open Audlllons lor Thcalrc Inbound fold-musical An
original shim-, an esperiemntal theatre production. Guys
should have a very basic knimledfte on playing the ituilar
Km lurther inlorlnatton. call 352-<r7«l7. 300 University Hall
from 4 to 7 pm

Am hlKh for bike ndliu; but
need companion Call Anne
352-5013

French Club will inccl in tin IVrry CrOfthan Koom of the
Union at 6 30 pin Open to everyone First French Club
revolutionary
nnvtmi:

This serves as notification to
all that Tom Sayers Is Hereby
officially declared to be. and is
classified
as
F1GMO

Invitational Cultural llodah: Middle Class Youth Presents
I ii/.u 11-1 Secrets of Sex' and Fiend Without a Face Show
at 8 pm Invitation only Formal Dress
Bowling Green Baroque Trio 8 15 pm Rental Hall. School
of
Music
Flll'Ml

MIST beige Jacket with IDs
15.00 Reward No quesbom
asked 2-5383
lOST Toledo Alpha Kg pin
REWARD Call 2-4089
I.OST lightweight yellow
jacket i McGreggor ■ Call Dale
2-3171 REWARD

BEYOND THE ORDINARY
Custom Engagement Rings bv
PHILIP HORTON, Contemporary Jeweler 112 W.
Wooster

FOR

SALE

OR

RENT

For sale 68 Honda 450, Excellent condition 352-7133

Mag wheels-14' GM 1A«
Nuts. lAK-ks, included lost
Price 1200. lor 1125 Call 373-

Beware

the

Hug

Congrats
Jane-Mama's
Kitten'of the week Nice Job'
From Mama and all the resl

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

SPECIAI.-choice of snag 2
terr.i or vttl par. il servi
Each served with small
ItaUan salad and homemade
bread $1 25 at Ye Okie Plna
PubS M-Mt

Snakes-Snake charmers are
ready for Thursday. are vou "
The
time
Is
9:00'

EJ:

Alpha Slg'i and Slg Eps
Thanks lor helping
us
welcome our pledges. Your
Goo Phoo Boo Buddies

PERSONALS

JUNIORS-IMPORTANT
MEETING FOR RISING
SENIORS
THE
PLACEMENT
OFFICE
NEEDS INFO FROM YOU
NOW TO GET YOU A JOB
AFTER
GRADUATION.
MON . APRIL 26. II AM OR
1PM IN THE BALLROOM

Bike needed Desperately call
Manna 372-SJS4 alter 6 pm

Gordy is easy

OVERSEAS
JOBS
FOR
STUDENTS
Austrailia.
Europe, So. America. Alrlca.
etc. All professions and occupations, $700 to 13,000
monthly. Expenses paid,
overUme. sightseeing Free
information
Wrile TWA
Research Service. Box S49I-B,
San Diego. CA 92104

Jeremioh and the Alpha Sins
say. we had a smashing time
al the lea DZ s-Joy lo the
World

DZ Actives We are ready,
willing, and still waiting' We
want to go active' DZ
Neophytes

I AWT Black Avon Uke Ring
Chemistry Bl.l.
REWAHTJ
Call 2-1919

Need partime help Call 3527197 Valan s

cups--and

33 Musical
passage.

"

■

CALENDAR

I AWT Mans Peace Ring
Nickel and copper REWARD
342-7704

There
are
badceps
and there
are good

.11 Try out.
32 Grandfather
of Kilos.

»

St

Keep Hope Afloat' Phi Mu
Hope Marathon knday April
23 Carnation Koom-Union 6
pm- 12 am

LOST

.and they kill people.

Hi Indian.

1

*■

24

IS

THEA THE

at 7:15, 9:25 Sot Sun Mat at 2:15, 4:25

M

•1

World Premiere ol "Hide a Black Horse." a new play by
John I Scott. BGSU play wriKht-in-residence Guest starts
J A. l*reslon ami Rotter Robinson play the leads in search
ol an idenbty Tickets available 1100-3 30 daily al
University Hall bos office lalso at 7 00 pm on per*
fornuince nights) Admission 25 cents university students.
50 cents Incli school students: 1150 adults
Main
Auditorium ol University Hall at 8 00 pm

835 Third St
353-7464

1

17

48 Siilewis,
53Coltonuooils

(VI.
r.MiLVi

1
J

3

lllelll.

Helav ir 'Hoiking I !mir' lonifnil'

.$TA»IUM-jg.

2

3H C\ prinoid
Bah.
39 Angers.
Ml Title of I'.Hi'.i
best teller by
Vladimir
Nabokov.
41 — mill - :
ill-falcil
lovers,
I.". Stranded.
17 Mule
relative si
IX Mind.

JI'NIOR OKIIM MIIIN MlHIMiS. I'onduelrd b) the
iKflii' ill CaniT I'lunnau! & I'lm-nm-nl SiTVKfs ari"
M lii-ihiliil ilurint: tin- His*k uf April 26 Tu K*l a jump on
ml ><';il's (uli iip|i..| liiiiilu-v. rising st'lilors ,ir<- .i.ki-i! to
iMMd urn' ol six in., tun:, to L-oinpletv ri'Klstrallon
inalrnal n-i-ili'il mm fur lllaxlllluiu rxposuri' to nil
pltj .1 s. HIHI ktarn »'l IIH1 services available lo Ihein The
MK'vlinus are: Monday April 26. II am and I pin. in the
Ballroom ol the Union; Tuesday, April 27.1 pin and .1 pin.
2X1 Math Srh'iirr Kmklini:. and Wednesday. April 28. I pin
in :MoMathSru>iKv lluildinK. and 3 pm in tOSHanna Hall

"M-A-S-H"

IMIBICSsioil.
29 Italian town.

hammer*
head.

Uiumh

Hidnrsda).

Plus - Another Top Runner

riuinilup.
2« Surrendered

llllgS.

14

42 Call rci|iicsting passage
through a
crowd: 2
wds.
411 Kiiiiitahic.
44 Straightens
out.

~«®*~ CLaSSIFIED -9«®ioI' A M P I' S

"PATTON"

bird.
fW Stale: Kr.

2li Ascend.
27 Halt of a
Philippine
city.
2H Legal
agrccincnl.
32 Confess.
.'Hi Three in
Turin.
:i7 Word id
admonish*

COICM by MOVICIAB ■ An Anwinan intrftel-onei Piclixt

Winner of 7 Oscars - Incl. Best Picture & Actor

Ii5 Crowlike

Ii7 Jewish feast

We have all hinds of beds
for all kinds ef heads

STARTS WED. APRIL 28

.ove in
Italy.
3 Jeweler's
weight.
4 Miss Claire.
.-> Hybrid
citrus fruit.
li Yawns.
7 British pen
X Hindu title.
9 Caring for.
Ill Bell ringer.
11 Noiuailie
Kuro|H*an.
12 Tamarisk
salt tree.
1.1 Par! of a

Mi Italian wine
center
.'»7 Jackie's
husband.
j8 Entreaties.
till Wanderer.
<>2 Sicilian
landmark.
lilt Social
engagement.
Ill Greek name
for a Mediterranean
Island.

24 1111111111::

Ill Social class.
22 III a line.
25 Delicate
color.
M Cattle

DOWN

I Gains
Iiossvasfton.

3677
Honda Chopper Best Oder See
Jim.Sigma Nu
Mini Frig- 5 most! s old- 3 cu.
It oiler 2-3678
For Sale AKC Irish Setters
14000 Phone 345-McClure
after
S 00

Join the News Stall
Alpha Gam's-The Alpha Sigs
had a great bme last night

Joser My pink carnation was
beautiful But. who sent it'

Homosexual is an adjective
not a noun Those interested in
getUng together with likeminded persons call 352-PI.US

Choices"
Questions'
Feelings' Conlhct' Counseling Center 320 Student
Services

The Brothers of Alpha Sigma
Phi say Good Luck Gamma
Phi Pledges and thanks lor the

Wanted 4 Chromes-4 bolt 14 In
372-4077 Keith
For Sale 1970 Blue Torino
with automatic transmission
radio power steering. 302V-8
and vim I root: $2,200 Call J im
Goodale weekdays at 372-2J01
or 353-2752 al night
Must Sell LIKE NEW $150.00
Goya classic 1125 00: $90
Ventura Stell string $40 00 $40
Cralg Cassette Player $20 00
John 152-8644 54 pm
For Sale TR3 Fully Rebuilt
Mechanically Exc Con. 3711637
DU Pledges-Let s break oil
the brushes again SOON KD
Plaage,

PHOTOGS! Ne» I'enUs Spol
Sian. 20O-40O Zoom lio. new 500
nun mirror I1S0 & 8 mm
Yashua 144 3S242I3
Tv.ii Man apart for summer
furnished air i-ond close Best
olfer 352-4417
SUBLET AIT for I. M or K.
uir-vond lurn 1 block from
Will Summer qt Cheap' 3527806
Apt. to sublet; summer qtr
real cheap, air con.. 3524347

Ketnale roommate needed
summer apt 1 block from
campus Call after 4 00 Sharon
354-7553
Apt tu sub let summer
tniversiti t'ta Furn and aircond 352-7333
Valentine 4-ntan apt summer
nice 352-0150

Apt lo sublet 2 bd furn.. air
imill . June pd
352*6228

1 bedroom apartment for rent
air-conditioned
Available
June I blocks from campus
Phone 352-7046

K roommate needed for house
•.winner-line bedroom ISO per
mo rail Pal 3544243

Summer Nice 1 bedrm furn
apt near campus Couple or 2
tills 354-0844 afl.ro

SUPEK REDUCED RATES
FOKSl'MMKH' Be where the
action is! Four man apt (or
summer Call 352-0466

Apartment
for
summer
sublease air conditioned
cheap call 352-0646

Three bedrm Ranch for sale
by owner, avail June 352-0434
3-man WinuVop apt avail for
summer
Need two to sublease apt air
cond JUNE FREE call Mlk.
or John lor best deal 352-7460
1-2-3 M or F to sublease
summer apt walking dist Ph
352-9313
Special summer rates, furnished air cond 353-403 2
i.ll<l.s,sublet for Summer .'■
bedroom house 'i block from
campus SSS-mo. per person all
utilities paid Call 3724311
Apartment to be subleased lor
the summer 2-man Thurstin
Manor Right across the street
from McDonald West 352-6123
lovable Married Couple seeks
apartment of Home lor
summer and next year, call
352-7260 alter 9 pm any night
ATTENTION'
Married
Couples Need Housing' We
welcome vou' Stadium View
Apts 352-5088
l-nian apt lor sublease
summer sir-condiboned ISO
per person phone 352-6689
1-2-3-4 persons lo sublet apt lor
summer close to campus aircondltoned June FREE 342.5732
New a-c 4 man apt'for summer
qtr. very close to campus call
Bill 372-3141
Air-cond apt close to camp for
summer Need 2 M or F. 3420314
Wanted Grad student and wife
to live in home in Perry sburg
Will only have lo cook one
meal a night and clean house
in exchange for room and
board. Only interested parties
need call BUI

Proommate
needed
to
subleauje Greenvkrw Apt lor
summer June Ire. SMKt

Attention Dec '71 Graduates
Needed 1 Female Roommate
to sublet apt fall quarter Call
372-5560
or
372-5362

Furn 7 rm house sum Cheap
352-7765
Summer
Seventh St.
incld . $60
Free Call

Subleasing. 750
Air cond. bookcase
month June Rent
381 MSI

Apt for summer lease 3 male
roomates needed New-love E
Merry 'i block Irom campus
ALT cond KS-mo Call Tom
372-1141 or Doug 172-1441

1 F. roommate needed for
summer Yal Apis Cheap 352-

tiirl needed lor apt summer
382-7124
Need immedulely ■ 3rd person
lemale.overal. preferably
grid student to share furnished air conditioned. 3
bedroom apt at Stadium VMMT
170-mo Call 352-0047 between
S
and
7
APTS FOR RENT CALL 5429378 or 344-7731
Men rooms single 4 double
now. June and September 3538241
Apt. available summer qtr 2
man furnished 352-5885
Furn house and Furn apartment for summer or fall 3520461
21. rm needed for sum and or
tail. $40 mo. ph 2-3937
Brand new deluxe 2 bedroom
apt available for lease Irom
June 14.1971 to August 11.1971
furnished carpeted gas heal
and air condUioning 1160 per
month all utilities paid except
electricity Ph 351-7311

Summer sublet 2 bedroom
1144 mo call 342-4295
3 girls need ride to Ashland
Mansfield area April 23 Call 24tt4
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Chi na: behind bamboo curtain

Writer gets guided tour

By John Roderick
Aiiociilfd Press Writer
HONG KONG (AP) - I crossed into Hong Kong yesterday
with a wave, a handshake and a "tsai chien"-good by-for Mr.
Wu, the worried, bespectacled man who had been my guide
during a somewhat frantic 10-day visit to China.
I thought Mr. Wu and his young associate, Mr. Kuo, looked
relieved when I walked across the covered bridge with John
Rich and Jack Reynolds of NBC and their two Japanese
assistants.
We had come to China to cover the U.S. table tennis team's
historic trip to the People's Republic. Averaging two hours of
sleep a night, we looked, we took notes and we photographed.
MY PERFORMANCE in the latter department left
something to be desired. Mr. Wu, who is an amateur
photographer, spent much of his time clucking at my ineptness;
the first three rolls of film I snapped were blank.
"Come along, come along, Mr. Roderick," said Mr. Wua
blue-uniformed guide-interpreter for the China travel people.
That was his most popular refrain. Did I want to stop to chat
with this old man at he Summer Palace? "Oh, Mr. Roderick, we
must catch up with the rest of the party," he would say with
obvious disapproval.
Mr. Wu was in a hurry. He didn't have to wrestle with a
complex Japanese camera, scribble notes in a bouncing bus or
file a story over often fuzzy lines to Tokyo or Hong Kong.
MR. WU, who speaks fluent English, was helpful and informative. But when it came to getting film developed, he didn't
have a clue. He vaguely knew that there was a China Commercial Photo studio in Peking, but he didn't think it would be
worth approaching them. "They're very busy, you see." he
said.
I discovered that China is divided into compartments, very

Mills asks quick action
to raise minimum wage
WASHINGTON (AP) Legislation for a quick increase in the minimum wage
from $1.60 to S2 per hour was
introduced yesterday by
Chairman Wilbur D. M ills (DArk) of the House Ways and
Means Committee, as another
committee opened hearings on
a slower raise.
Mills' committee does not
handle wage legislation,
which is before the House
Education and 1 .abor Committee.
He said, however, he made
his move to encourage prompt
action for a double reason:
-The economy needs the
stimulation provided by increased purchasing power.
-The minimum wage
directly relates to welfare
reform jn which the Ways and
Means Committee is working.
AN INCREASE in the
minimum wage, Mills said,
would substantially reduce the
cost of the proposed new
welfare program, which for
the first time would provide
benefits for the "working
poor"-those fully employed
but not earning enough to lift
their families above the
poverty level.

The principal bill before
the Education and Labor
Committee, sponsored by
Rep. John H. Dent, (D-Pa.)
and Chairman Carl D.
Perkins, ID-Ky) would increase the minimum hourly
wage for non-agricultural
workers from the present $1.60
to $1.80 next Jan. 1 and $2 Jan.
1,1973.
Mills' bill would raise the
minimum to $2 effective Feb.
1, 1972
A SUBCOMMITTEE
headed by Dent opened
hearings
yesterday
on
minimum wage legislation,
including measures to increase the minimum to as
much as $2.25.
The Labor Department
said it does not yet have
current figures on how many
workers would be affected,
but said a survey showed
about t million were earning
less than $2 an hour as of April
1970. The figure probably was
substantially less yesterday
because of general wage
raises, a spokesman said.
The bill sets a federally
financed income level of $2,400
for a family of four.

AT GREAT SCOT!

water tight Mr. Wu's job is to guide and interpret. The photo
shop's job is something else.
And the Waichaopu-foreign ministry is completely separate.
Orders go up and down vertically but not across. That's why my
film had to wait for Hong Kong.
Mr. Wu got us up bright and early at 6:30 Tuesday for the
departure from Canton. Weary from a full day touring the
Canton fair Monday-we were given three extra days to do this
and visit a commune-we perhaps were a bit laggard.
"COME ALONG, Mr. Roderick," said Mr. Wu "You're never
on time." I gulped down a breakfast of yogurt, pineapple, toast
and coffee, paid my hotel bill—I was 17 yuan short-and said
wood-by to the foreign businessmen who inhabit the massiveSoviety-style Tung Fang Hotel during fair time.
"Good luck, and be careful what you say," said one Swede
who spoke with a Scot's brogue and ordered porridge. "Tell
them the truth."
Nursing the Ching dynasty picnic basket I had picked up in
Shanghai, I climbed into a small bus for the ride to the station,
through the clean streets, past youths hiking into the countryside behind red flats. The weather was warm and sultry
without a sun.
Two minutes after our train began rolling, r. girl in blue
overallsand pigtails was busy mopping up the aisle and tracking
down flies. Cups of steaming tea appeared on the table beside us
and the strident tones of a Chinese opera heroine poured with
awful persistence through the ever-present loudspeakers.
IN THE DINING car Chinese and foreigners lunched on what
surely must be the most exotic menu ever served on any
railroad: a selection of 10 chicken dishes, including golden
minced croquette; eight pork and beef dishes; nine fish and
shrimp dishes including a whole squirrel fish, whatever that
was: seven pork liver and pork kidney dishes; five soups; six
vermicelli and rice, of course.
The Western menu of beef steak, curry and other favorites
seemed positively vulgar by comparison.
In one of the cars the Colombian table tennis team sane
"Besame Mucho" and in another Chinese returning from visits
to relatives intoned an ode to Mao, clutching their little red
books.
At the customs and immigration area, we got VIP treatment,
sailing past the other passengers. There was no oper'ng of bags,
no confiscation of undeveloped film. Ordinary travelers have to
have their film printed in China. I marvel at how they do it.
Pausing at the Lowu bridge, we made our little speeches of
thanks to Mr. Wu and Mr. Kuo. They smiled. Mr. Kuo said
warmly, "Come back again." Mr. Wu, still faintly disapproving, did not join in. I think he had had enough of American
newsmen.

Rockefeller says Court
will ok welfare proposal
NEW YORK (AP) - Gov.
Nelson A. Rockefeller predicts
the U.S. Supreme Court will
uphold the legality of a oneyear residency requirement
that he is proposing for welfare
recipients.
"I'm not a lawyer so I can
say it," he told publishers
attending
the
annual
Associated Press luncheon
held in the Waldorf-Astoria
Monday. "I think we'll win
this, because I think the
emergency is so serious."
"Eight or nine years ago I
vetoed a one-year residency
law for New York State,"
Rockefeller recalled. "This
year I am proposing a oneyear residency law to the

legislature to challenge the
Supreme Court decision."
He said the court, in a
ruling on the question, held
that a state would have such a
residency requirement only on
compelling reasons.
"Believe me, we've got the
compelling reasons," he said,
listing a lack of housing,
health problems, school difficulties and fiscal crisis that
is driving job-producing industries away.
Rockefeller said that if
Congress sets a federal
minimum welfare payment of
$2,400 for a family of four the
state would try to cut all additional payments above tliat
on an incentive basis.
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WANT QUALITY
CONTRACEPTIVES?

Remains believed to be

Once upon a lime, the best male contraceptives that money
could buy were in your local drugstore. That time is gone
Today, the world's best condoms come from England, and
are available in Americajinjx trom

those of UPI writer
PHNOM PENH (AP)-The
remains of a woman found last
weekend southwest of Phnom
Penh are presumed to be those
of Kate Webb, the United
Press
International
correspondent in Cambodia
who disappeared in an ambush April 8, UPI said
yesterday.
Miss Webb, a native of New
Zealand and an Australian
citizen, is the ninth foreign
journalist known to have been
killed in Cambodia since the
Vietnam war spread across
the border. Another 19 foreign
reporters and photographer
are missing.
Miss Webb, 28, and a
Japanese cameraman were
with a battalion of Cambodian
paratroopers who were ambushed 57 miles southwest of

IT'S DIME-TIME

Phnom Penh on Highway 4.
One Cambodian soldier told
newsmen he saw enemy
soldiers grab the woman and
drag her into the jungle.
CAMBODIAN TROOPS
returned to the seen* of the
ambush eight daysvlater and
said they found the body of a
foreign woman with extensive
head and chest wounds.
The troops cremated the
body, and the remains were
brought to Phnom Penh.
UPI correspondent Kim
Willenson said he talked with
one of the Cambodians who
found the body. The man said
he had seen Miss Webb
previously and he was certain
the body was hers.

PUPI l-AIION PLANNING
the exclusive US distributor for two remarkable ian<l
highly popular) Hntmh condoms- scientifically shaped NuForm
and superfine Fnhei liir And we make them available through
the privacy of the mail* Both arc superbly fine and light
lighter than drugstore brands They average I 25 gma apiece • ■
be precise Ttieae contraceptive* are mad* by LR Industries 0)
London, the world's largest manufacturer ot contraceptive products They not only meet rigorous U S. FDA specifications, but
•re made to British Government Standard 3704 as well Y.>u
won't find a more reliable condom anywhere.
Our illustrated brochure tella yuu all about retherlite and
NuForm And about seven other American brand* which we have
carefully selected Irom the more than one hundred kinds available
today. And we explain the differences.
We also have nonprescrlptiun loam for women and a wide
variety of book* and pamphlet, on birth control, sex, population,
and ecologyWant more Information* It's free Just send us your name and
address Better still, for one dollar well send you all Ihe information plus two Fetherlite samples and one NuForm For four dollars
iou'll get the brochuie plus three each of five different condom
rands < including both Imports) All correspondence and merchandise la shipped in a plain cover to protect your privacy, and we
guarantee your money hack it yuu re not satisfied with our products
Why wait
POPULATION PLANNING AgSUl'.
Box 1SM-N. Chapel Hill. N. < nSI4
Gentlemen Please .end me
Your free brochure and crlc*
list at no obligation. —_ Three samples for SI _ — Deluxe
sampler package for 11

Name —
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SENIOR
CHALLENGE
TO FUND BGSU
"CReATIVE HOUSING"
PLEDGE TODAY

Jackets
Belts
Flares
Bells
Leathers

Girls Aid
Gays

And Other Seat Covers
is now open

11-10:00 daily
12-6:00 Sunday
at
Stadium Plaza

°osters
Shirrs
Vesls
Incense
Cards

^^^^^^^^^^

HOT PANTS
Art IN
A^*^^^******V*«^**»*»^*k*<*k*s«^W

1616 E. W00STER
In Stadium View

WE ARE OPEN
DAILY

SUN.

Great Scot

7:45 a.m. 10 p.m. 10 a.m. 6 p.m^
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Bunts 'n' Punts>

Plant's 2 run homer

Rosey checks
'em out

spurs Falcon victory

ByVlnMannlx
AmlsUnt Sports Editor

By Hareld Brown
Sports Editor

The easterly wind was blowing across campus pretty
strong Saturday morning, so if you happened to be up and
heard the chirping of birds the wind carried, it probably
sounded like this:
"FIFTY!...SETI...HUT!
HUT!
THUD, OOMPH,
WHUMPH...WATCHTHE DELAY! WATCH THE DELAY!
•GET HTM! GET HIM! WHAAAM! AWWRrUIIIIGHT!!!
WAY TO GO DEFENSE! A WRIGHT! II"
That may not be the kind of "music" you like to groove on
in the morning, but it was soul to Rosey Brown's ears. A
former star offensive tackle with the New York Giants, and
now a player scout for them, Rosey was at the Falcons'
Saturday morning scrimmage in Perry Stadium along with a
current Giant, ex-Falcon Joe Green.
Rosey was more interested in how well certain Falcons
could dance, rather than their singing ability, so he and Joe
got their heads together on some "choreography."
"How big's Maupin, Joe?"
"Eeeeehhh, about 6-1, 215."
"Looks more like six even to me Joe. He's got pretty
quick feet don't he?"

Paced by a two run homer
in the second inning by Greg
Plant, the Falcon baseball
team broke a three game
losing streak and dropped
Wayne State University 5-3
yesterday.
Plant's homer came after
Bob Hill lead off the second
Inning with a double. It was
Plant's first home run of the
season and only the third to be
hit by a Falcon this year.
Wayne State grabbed a 2-0
lead in the top of the second
inning after a lead off single
by rightfielder Lance Pruitt.
Pruitt went all the way to third
after stopping at first and
finding that the ball had gotten
by Plant In right field. The
next batter walked and
Pruitt scored on a single.
Another single with one out
brought in Wayne State's
second run.

"Yeah, he'd be awright at linebacker."

"What's he do the forty in?"
"Mmm, I'd say around :4.8."
Besides Maupin, Bowling Green's offensive center, Rosey
was taking notes on Larry Witherspoon, Ferdie Stockard,
Jerry Fields, and Larran Meador.
Meador shook hands with Rosey, and cracked later on,
"his hand Is so big, I couldn't even see mine."
Unfortunately when the scrimmage was over Rosey said
he didn't see too much either, "There were some athletes, but
I saw mostly non-athletes."
Judging by pro football's standards this is true, but then
a Joe Green comes along showing pro football what it can do
with its standards, and nobody realizes this better than
Green's own Giants.
"HP'S just great, strong as hell, quick, we love him," said
Rosey .'He won two games for us last year single-handed.''
One was against Dallas when he recovered an onside kick
to set up the Giants winning score in the game's waning
moments, while in the other he smelled out a last ditch fake
field goal attempt by the Washington Redskins.
"We were ahead 27-24, and man, while everybody else had
fallen for the fake and were going for the kicker, Joe chased
after Jurgensen (the place holder) who had the ball,' Rosey
recalled, "Joe grabbed him with one arm, spun him around,
threw him down, and that was the ball game."
Rosey asked Joe on Saturday if he'd been keeping himself
in shape, and Joe said he had, playing basketball, running a
little, just to keep tone but no real conditioning yet.
"Whatchou weigh Joe?" Rosey asked with a grin.
"Uuh, well I was up to 215, but don't tell them that," Jo*
answered, "them" meaning the Giant coaches.
There was one guy taking part lr. the scrimmage however,
who did more than just make Rosey grin . For example, on
one play this particular running back sliced through a hole at
right guard, and seeing no outside running room, he rammed
into a pack of four of five tacklers, dragging them almost ten
yards before they were able to pummel him down.
Rosey's attention was riveted on this one halfback, until
he snapped out of his amazement, and asked,"Whoixzat?"
"Paul Miles, a freshman," someone answered.

N.w.photo b, Vin Mono,.

Larran Meador, Bowling Green tri-captain and
defensive tackle talks with Rosey Brown, New
York Giant scout (center), and Joe Green, ex
Falcon now also a Giant, during last Saturday
mornings scrimmage.

Rappin'
,
With Rosey

"Maan, he is a bitch," said Rosey.

It's hardly possible that the easterly wind picked that one
up and carried it out of the stadium for all to hear, but the
growing Paul Miles fan club had gained one more member.
Rosey Brown.

This Sunday Main Auditorium

Mario Alba Spanish Dance Company
Tickets:

Room 405 Student Services
& At The Door

«*»
Auoclotad Pr«»l Wi,•photo

Out

Washington's Toby Harrah slides at home plate after
being forced out on a bases-loaded grounder by Curt
Flood in a game against Cleveland Sunday. Catcher
Ray Fosse jumps to avoid him after throwing to first
base to complete a double play.

at home

Bair then settled down and
got the next man to strike out
for the first out, got the next
man to hit a grounder back to
him and force the man at
home and then retired the side
by striking out the next batter.
Wayne State left the bases
loaded in both the seventh and
eighth innings.

Meerpohl struck out ten
batters in his hitch on the
mound and will see his ERA
take a noticeable dip.
Linescore:
WS 020-000-100
BG 020-200-01X

R
3
5

H
10
10

Batteries:

ALLEN CONTINUES to
lead the Falcons in the hitting
department with a .322
average even though he did
not get a hit in yesterday's
game. He reached base four
tinies, three times by on walks
and the fourth time he was hit
by a pitch.
Plant's hitting spree raised
his average 25 points to .271.

WS-Jim Oberliesen, Scott
MacDonald (4), Bob Gengle
(6), Craig Schalk (I) and
Mark Danielewicz.
BG-Jim Meerpohl, Dave
Meites (7), Doug Bair (l)„
and Bruce Rasor.
LOB
BG-15, WS-12.

JIM MEERFHOHL started
on the mound for the Falcons
and worked six and one-third
innings before getting into
serious trouble, Meerpohl got
credit for the win and Doug
Bair was credited with a save.
Meerpohl is now 1-1.
The Falcons scored two
more runs in the fourth inning
when Tim Pettorini hit a
double to score Plant and Rod
Allen. Plant got on base with a
single and Allen drew a walk.
Plant finished the day with
two singles and a home run.
Hill had a double and a single
in three trips to the plate.
Wayne State came back
with one run in the seventh
inning. The lead off batter
drew a base on balls and then
moved to third on a ground
rule double by Mike Yaquinto.
The Falcons then gave the
next Wayne State batter an
Intentional walk to load the
bases with one out.
The next batter was relief
pitcher Bob Gengle who hit a
grounder to Gary Haas who
lost control of the ball and
allowed a run to score.
Falcon reliefer Dave
Meites got the side out without
further damage.
THE FALCONS final run
came in the eighth inning.
Rich Arbinger drew a walk,
moved to second on a fielder's
choice and scored on a single
by Jack Wissman. Wissman
replaced Hill as a pinch
runner in the sixth inning.
Wayne State threatened in
the eighth as they loaded the
bases on two singles and an
error. Bair came in
to
relieve Meites after the two
singles and dropped a pop-up
bunt to allow Wayne State to
load the bases.

N«w.photo by Harold Brown

Falcon pitcher Mike Frilling went
.
along against the Miami Redskins
M/
Warming iast Saturday for five innings
without giving up a hit and then
up
the roof fell in. It was Mike's .first
start but he has seen action in a
relief role in four other games.

Falcon sports shorts
Rich Walker has been
named the Falcons' most
valuable basketball player for
the 1970-71 season.
The 6-3 guard, a ninth
round selection in the NBA
draft by the Cleveland
Cavaliers, led the Falcons in
scoring with a 20.1 average.
He completed three years as a
starter as Bowling Green's
ninth-leading career scoreer
with 1,167 points.
In other post season
honors, senior Eric Hymes
was named the most improved
player, senior Jim Connally
was named the best defensive
player and Bob Hill received

All The Fried Chicken
You Can Eat
Served with:
trench fries
cole slow
hot roll & butter

$7.29

the coaches award.

Dave McMichael has been
named the Falcons' top
"scholar-athlete" in football
for the winter term among
those players returning for the
1971 season. He was one of 16
gridders recording a B
average or better for the term.
Bob McOmber and Don
Windom paced the Falcon
track team with perfect
straight-A averages to win top
"scholar-athlete" honors.
Thirteen other cindermen
also made "the grade" list by
posting B averages or better
for the winter quarter.
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WESTERN AUTO
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Rugby
break

If you've ever seen a rugby match
you know it can get rough. This
unidentified rugger is either
nursing an injury or taking a
break on the grass near the rugby
field.

SUMMER
JOBS
50,000 VACANCIES WORLDWIDE
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Liquid Lovt Waterbtd Co
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